Directions: Write the numbers 1 to 5 to arrange the words in alphabetical order.

1. ________ planet 6. ________ spill
   ________ plank 
   ________ park 
   ________ plane 
   ________ plastic

2. ________ bridge 5. ________ frog
   ________ black 
   ________ bride 
   ________ brag 
   ________ bright

3. ________ sleep 8. ________Mark Tan
   ________ sleek 
   ________ slap 
   ________ trap 
   ________ slice

4. ________ track 9. ________charm
   ________ trap 
   ________ trace 
   ________ tram 
   ________ train 
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Directions: Write the numbers 1 to 5 to arrange the words in alphabetical order.

1. ________ Cancun 4. ________ Dara Sy
   ________ Cambridge  ________ Nikki Santos
   ________ Calgary  ________ Sophia Salviejo
   ________ Canada  ________ Rachel Syjuco
   ________ Colombo  ________ Alex Santamaria

2. ________ Tape 5. ________ Sydney Chiong
   ________ Glue  ________ Ram Chua
   ________ Paste  ________ Raffy Chiang
   ________ Paper  ________ Stanley Co
   ________ Part  ________ Dan Chan

3. ________ leak 6. ________ Mark Donato
   ________ light  ________ Paul Domingo
   ________ lamp  ________ Peter Dole
   ________ leaf  ________ Adrian Dominador
   ________ leaves ________ Ralph Desuto
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Directions: Read the questions carefully. Write the letter of the correct answer on the blank.

1. Which of the following words will come before hoop?
   a. honey  c. hole
   b. home  d. hope

2. Which of the following names will come after Carrie Lim?
   a. Carlo Lina  c. Brian Lazo
   b. Dan Luis  d. Sarah Lima

3. Which of the following words will come after bravo?
   a. brave  c. brass
   b. brat  d. dance

4. Which of the following words will come before fame?
   a. face  c. fair
   b. faint  d. fail

5. Which of the following words will come before chart?
   a. chain  c. chair
   b. chant  d. champ